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Have you ever thought of writing a
dissertation about a living contemporary
artist? This book is intended to provide you
with the necessary keys, inspiration and
advice to accomplish such a project.
Dissertations and thesis on living artists are
necessary tasks to be promoted in the
academic field, as they incorporate and
complement the work done by art critics. It
is a kind of academic study which, in some
cases, serves to do justice to artists with an
important trajectory about whom, however,
an in-depth monographic study has not
been carried out yet. The contents of this
book come from the authors personal
experience, drawn from the process of
preparing and writing his own thesis about
a painter who lives and works nowadays.
The book has been prompted by the
peculiarities and special factors that define
the realization of an academic study on a
living artist, quite different to those factors
linked to other kind of art history
dissertations about artists who have already
passed away. Undertaking such a project
is especially exciting as the dialogue with
the artist provides a fresh, first-hand and
accurate understanding of the inner
thoughts, feelings and cultural background
that encourage and originate artistic work.
The author lays out the methodology to be
followed, the types of documentary sources
that can be found by the researcher, how to
deal with the artist and other witnesses to
the artist?s life and daily work, the variety
of resources to be found in the
studio-atelier, issues concerning approach
and writing style, format and structure of
the thesis, clarification of the catalogue and
the appendices, etc.
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Research Tate Artists Signatures - Fine Art Research and Signature Discovery A secondary school revision
resource for GCSE Art and Design, describing the course structure. How to research a work of art - How to Research
an Artist or a Work The selected artist (or artists group) will get a stipend of 7.000,- for the participation in the whole
programme (research, residency, presentation) to cover all SURF Research as Art - Swansea University The shaping
of research and development agendas could benefit from the involvement of a wider range of participants including
artists. Scientific and International Foundation for Art Research (IFAR)-Home Artists Signatures offers FREE
access to over 100000+ artist directory listings in our database. Every visitor can search and browse our listings when
looking for Images for Research an artist What is Research as Art ? The competition is now open for entries with a
deadline of 8th April 2017! Research as Art is a unique competition which provides a BBC - GCSE Bitesize: How to
analyse an artists work Research > Research Guides > Researching Art or Artists W5 (current year also in Stack K)
Who Was Who in American Art, 1564-1975. Open Shelf: N6536 . H37 1995 The Visual Index of Artists Signatures &
Monograms Open Shelf: Artists USF Graphicstudio Institute for Research in Art Union List of Artist Names
(ULAN) is a structured vocabulary of artist names and biographical information. Provenance Research Project The
Art Institute of Chicago askART, an artist directory with millions of worldwide artists paintings and art - Auction
records and results, artwork prices, valuations, signatures, images and MoMA Library In past years, the Research: Art
Works category has invited researchers to propose studies that examine topics related to any area(s) on the How Art
Works Market Research for Artists - How to Sell More Art - 2017 Smithsonian Artist Research Fellowship
(SARF) Smithsonian The findings from this research illuminate the opportunities afforded by artist-led teaching and
learning, whilst drawing attention to some of the challenges. Research National Art Education Association Artsy is
the online resource for art collecting and education. Discover, learn about, and buy art youll love, featuring fine art,
design, and photography from Research Artist in Residence ART, RESEARCH, EMPOWERMENT. On the Artist as
Researcher. From stages around the world, via art forums, experimental venues, the world of academia Art & Research
: Jan Svenungsson Research in the school is driven by the individual concerns of academics and students within the
broad context of art practice. We work within an integrated Researching Artists Biographies (Getty Research
Institute) - The Getty Research. Researching Your Art. Eye by an unidentified artist. Want to learn more about the
painting you found while clearing out the attic? What about the The Artist as Educator: Examining Relationships
between Art - Tate Over one hundred leading international contemporary artists have created more than 600 limited
edition fine art works at Graphicstudio, in intaglio, photogravure artist in residence - Van Abbemuseum Items 1 - 9 of
188 What does current research say about the value of learning in the visual arts? What topics are emerging in the arts
research world? How does How to Research an Artist or a Work of Art - LibGuides Tate is a leading centre for
research in visual art, collection care, learning and museum Collection care research explores the many challenges
relating to the The Smithsonian Artist Research Fellowship (SARF) program was launched in 2007 to provide
outstanding visual artists from across the world a unique A Do-It-Yourself Guide to Art Research for Beginners ThoughtCo Or suppose you feel an empathetic tie to the artist or the era of your treasure? How do you find out more?
I love this kind of research. Most of my Research: Art Works NEA If youre like most artists, you probably live and
work with artists, eat with artists, socialize with artists and recreate with artists-- and likely with other fine arts Fine Art
Research Royal College of Art Make a list of what other information you need for the research project/paper/
assignment and why. Thinking about the work of art and Researching Your Art / American Art The Museum of
Modern Art Library is a comprehensive collection devoted to modern students are advised to start their research at
school and public libraries. Art, Research, Empowerment - Government Offices of Sweden A guide to researching
artists lives, focusing on reference works and Southern California. Artsy - Discover, Research, and Collect the
Worlds Best Art Online Upcoming - May 24, 2017. IFAR Evening. Matisse/Diebenkorn -- Influences and Affinities
Join us for this special evening when John Elderfield, Chief Curator askART - Art prices, artist art auction records,
art research tools As part of the run-up to the new informatics building, from November 2005, Informatics hosts a
Research Artist in Residence, Richard Brown. Richards mission is Art as Research - San Francisco State University
Cleveland Institute of Arts Contemporary Artist Index is a database that lists over 31,000 artists appearing in more than
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1,800 exhibition catalogs and art publications. Search for books and exhibition catalogues featuring the work of a
particular contemporary artist. over 37,000 artists included. Getty Union List of Artist Names (Research at the Getty)
As a fundamental part of its mission, the Art Institute of Chicago has always conducted research on works in its
collection. An important part of that research is the Researching Art or Artists The Art Institute of Chicago Does
artistic activity and scientific and scholarly research have anything in I also take it upon myself to analyse a few artists
texts, some quite old, to see if
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